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Abstract We propose a multi-tiered architecture for middleware-independent Grid job man-
agement. The architecture consists of a number of services for well-defined tasks
in the job management process, offering complete user-level isolation of service
capabilities, multiple layers of abstraction, control, and fault tolerance. The mid-
dleware abstraction layer comprises components for targeted job submission, job
control and resource discovery. The brokered job submission layer offers a Grid
view on resources, including functionality for resource brokering and submission
of jobs to selected resources. The reliable job submission layer includes com-
ponents for fault tolerant execution of individual jobs andgroups of independent
jobs, respectively. The architecture is proposed as a composable set of tools
rather than a monolithic solution, allowing users to selectthe individual com-
ponents of interest. The prototype presented is implemented using the Globus
Toolkit 4, integrated with the Globus Toolkit 4 and NorduGrid/ARC middlewares
and based on existing and emerging Grid standards. A performance evaluation
reveals that the overhead for resource discovery, brokering, middleware-specific
format conversions, job monitoring, fault tolerance, and management of individ-
ual and groups of jobs is sufficiently small to motivate the use of the framework.

Keywords: Grid job management infrastructure, standards-based architecture, fault toler-
ance, middleware-independence, Grid ecosystem.
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1. Introduction

We investigate designs for a standards-based, multi-tier job management
framework that facilitates application development in heterogeneous Grid en-
vironments. The work is driven by the need for job managementtools that:

offer multiple levels of functionality abstraction,

offer multiple levels of job control and fault tolerance,

are independent of, and easily integrated with, Grid middlewares,

can be used on a component-wise basis and at the same time offer a
complete framework for more advanced functionality,

An overall objective of this work is to provide understanding of how to
best develop such tools. Among architectural aspects of interest are, e.g., to
what extent job management functionalities should be separated into individ-
ual components or combined into larger, more feature-rich components, taking
into account both functionality and performance. As an integral part of the
project, we also evaluate and contribute to current Grid standardization efforts
for, e.g., data formats, interfaces and architectures. Theevaluation of our ap-
proach will in the long term lead to the establishment of a setof general design
recommendations.

Features of our prototype software include user-level isolation of service
capabilities, a wide range of job management functionalities, such as basic
submission, monitoring, and control of individual jobs; resource brokering; au-
tonomous processing; and atomic management of sets of jobs.All services are
designed to be middleware-independent with middleware integration performed
by plug-ins in lower-level components. This enables both easy integration with
different middlewares and transparent cross-middleware job submission and
control.

The design and implementation of the framework rely on emerging Grid and
Web service standards [3],[9],[2] and build on our own experiences from devel-
oping resource brokers and job submission services [6],[7],[8], Grid scheduling
support systems [5], and the SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS) [10]. The
framework is based on WSRF and implemented using the Globus Toolkit 4.

2. A Model for Multi-Tiered Job Submission Architectures

In order to provide a highly flexible and customizable architecture, a basic
design principle is to develop several small components, each designed to per-
form a single, well-defined task. Moreover, dependencies between components
are kept to a minimum, and are well-defined in order to facilitate the use of al-
ternative components. These principles are adopted with the overall idea that a
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specific middleware, or a specific user, should be able to makeuse of a subset
of the components without having to adopt an entire, monolithic system [11].

We propose to organize the various components according to the following
layered architecture.

Middleware Abstraction Layer. Similar to the hardware abstraction layer of
an operating system, the middleware abstraction layer provides the functionality
of a set of middlewares while encapsulating the details of these. This construct
allows other layers to access resources running different middlewares without
any knowledge of their actual implementation details.

Brokered Job Submission Layer. The brokered job submission layer offers
fundamental capabilities such as resource discovery, resource selection and job
submission, but without any fault tolerance mechanisms.

Reliable Job Submission Layer. The reliable job submission layer provides
a fault tolerant, reliable job submission. In this layer, individual jobs or groups
of jobs are automatically processed according to a customizable protocol, which
by default includes repeated submission and other failure handling mechanisms.

Advanced Job Submission & Application Layers. Above the three pre-
viously mentioned layers, we foresee both anadvanced job submission layer,
comprising, e.g., workflow engines, and anapplication layer, comprising , e.g.,
Grid applications, portals, problem solving environmentsand workflow clients.

3. The Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF)

Here follows a brief introduction to the GJMF, where the individual services
and their respective roles in the framework are described.

The GJMF offers a set of services which combined constitute amulti-tiered
job submission, control and management architecture. A mapping of the GJMF
architecture to the proposed layered architecture is provided in Figure 1.

All services in the GJMF offer a user-level isolation of the service capa-
bilities; a separate service component is instantiated foreach user and only
the owner of a service component is allowed to access the service capabilities.
This means that the whole architecture supports a decentralized job manage-
ment policy, and strives to optimize the performance for theindividual user.

The services in the GJMF also utilize a local call structure,using local Java
calls whenever possible for service-to-service interaction. This optimization is
only possible when the interacting services are hosted in the same container.

The GJMF supports a dynamic one-to-many relationship model, where a
higher-level service can switch between lower-level service instances to im-
prove fault tolerance and performance.
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Figure 1. GJMF components mapped to their respective architectural layers.

As a note on terminology, there are two different types of jobspecifications
used in the GJMF: abstracttaskspecifications and concretejob specifications.
Bothare specified inJSDL [3], but vary in content. A jobspecification includes a
reference to a computational resource to process the job, and therefore contains
all information required to submit the job. A task specification contains all
information required except a computational resource reference. The act of
brokering, the matching of a job specification to a computational resource, thus
transforms a task to a job.

Job Control Service (JCS). The JCS provides a functionality abstraction of
the underlying middleware(s) and offers a platform- and middleware-indepen-
dent job submission and control interface. The JCS operateson jobs and can
submit, query, stop and remove jobs. The JCS also contains customization
points for adding support for new middlewares and exposes information about
jobs it controls through WSRF resource properties, which either can be explic-
itly queried or monitored for asynchronous notifications. Note that this func-
tionality is offered regardless of underlying middleware,i.e., if a middleware
does not support event callbacks the JCS explicitly retrieves the information
required to provide the notifications. Currently, the JCS supports the GT4 and
the ARC middlewares.

Resource Selection Service (RSS). The RSS is a resource selection service
based on the OGSA Execution Management Services (OGSA EMS) [9]. The
OGSA EMS specify a resource selection architecture consisting of two services,
the Candidate Set Generator (CSG) and the Execution Planning Service (EPS).
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The purpose of the CSG is to generate a candidate set, containing machines
where the jobcanexecute, whereas the EPS determines where the jobshould
execute. Upon invocation, the EPS contacts the CSG for a listof candidate ma-
chines, reorders the list according to a previously known orexplicitly provided
set of rules and returns anexecution planto the caller.

The current OGSA EMS specification is incomplete, e.g., the interface of
the CSG is yet to be determined. Due to this, the CSG and the EPSare in
our implementation combined into one service - the RSS. The candidate set
generation is implemented by dynamical discovery of available resources using
a Grid information service, e.g., GT4 WS-MDS, and filtering of the identified
resources against the requirements in the job description.The RSS contains
a caching mechanism for Grid information, which alleviatesthe frequency of
information service queries.

Brokering & Submission Service (BSS). The BSS provides a functionality
abstraction for brokered task submission. It receives a task (i.e., an abstract job
specification) as input and retrieves an execution plan (a prioritized list of jobs)
from the RSS. Next, the BSS uses a JCS to submit the job to the most suitable
resource found in the execution plan. This process is repeated for each resource
in the execution plan until a job submission has succeeded orthe resource list
has been exhausted. A client submitting a task to the BSS receives an EPR to
a job WS-Resource in the JCS as a result. All further interaction with the job,
e.g., status queries and job control is thus performed directly against the JCS.

Task Management Service (TMS). The TMS provides a high-level service
for automated processing of individual tasks, i.e., a user submits a task to the
TMS which repeatedly sends the task to a known BSS until a resulting job
is successfully executed or a maximum number of attempts have been made.
Internally, the TMS contains a per-user job pool from which jobs are selected
for sequential submission. The TMS job pool is of a configurable, limited size
and acts as a task submission throttle. It is designed to limit both the memory
requirements for the TMS and the flow of job submissions to theJCS. The
job submission flow is also regulated via a congestion detection mechanism,
where the TMS implements an incremental back-off behavior to limit BSS load
in situations where the RSS is unable to locate any appropriate computational
resources for the task. The TMS tracks job progress via the JCS and manages a
state machine for each job, allowing it to handle failed jobsin an efficient man-
ner. The TMS also contains customization points where the default behaviors
for task selection, failure handling and state monitoring can be altered via Java
plug-ins.
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Task Group Management Service (TGMS). Like the TMS for individual
tasks, the TGMS provides an automated, reliable submissionsolution for groups
of tasks. The TGMS relies on the TMS for individual task submission and
offers a convenient way to submit groups of independent tasks. Internally, the
TGMS contains two levels of queues for each user. All task groups that contain
unprocessed tasks are placed in a task group queue. Each taskgroup queue, in
turn, contains its own task queue. Tasks are selected for submission in two steps:
first an active task group is selected, then a task from this task group is selected
for submission. By default, tasks are resubmitted until they have reached a
terminal state (i.e., succeeded or failed). A task group reaches a terminal state
once all its tasks are processed. A task group can also be suspended, either
explicitly by the user or implicitly by the service when it isno longer meaningful
to continue to process the task group, e.g., when associateduser credentials have
expired. A suspended task group must be explicitly resumed to become active.
The TGMS contains customization points for changing the default behaviors
for task selection, failure handling and state monitoring.

Client API. The Client API is an integral part of the GJMF; it provides
utility libraries and interfaces for creating tasks and task groups, translating job
descriptions, customizing service behaviors, delegatingcredentials andcontains
service-level APIs for accessing all components in the GJMF. The purpose of
the GJMF Client API is to provide easy-to-use programmable (Java) access to
all parts of the GJMF.

For further information regarding the GJMF, including design documents and
technical documentation of the services, see [12].

4. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the TGMS and the TMS by investigating the
total cost imposed by the GJMF services compared to the totalcost of using
the native job submission mechanism of a Grid middleware, GT4 WS-GRAM
(without performing resource discovery, brokering, faultrecovery etc.).

In the reference tests with WS-GRAM, a client sequentially submits a set
of jobs using the WS-GRAM Java API, delaying the submission of a job un-
til the previous one has been successfully submitted. All jobs run the trivial
/bin/true command and are executed on the Grid resources using the POSIX
Fork mechanism. The jobs in a test are distributed evenly among the Grid re-
sources using a round-robin mechanism. The WS-GRAM tests donot include
any WS-MDS interaction. No job input or output files are transferred and no
credentials are delegated to the submitted jobs. In each test, the total wall clock
time is recorded. Tests are performed with selected numbersof jobs, ranging
from 1 to 750.
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Figure 2. GRAM and GJMF job processing performance.

The configuration of the GJMF tests is the same as for the WS-GRAM tests,
with the following additions. For the TGMS tests, user credentials are delegated
from the client to the service for each task group (each test). Delegation is also
performed only once per test in the TMS case, as all jobs in a TMS test reuse
the same delegated credentials. For both the TGMS and the TMStests, the BSS
performs resource discovery using the GT4 WS-MDS Grid information system
and caches retrieved information for 60 seconds. In the TMS and TGMS tests,
all services are co-located in the same container, to enablethe use of local Java
calls between the services, instead of (more costly) Web service invocations.

Test Environment. The test environment includes four identical 2 GHz AMD
Opteron CPU, 2 GB RAM machines, interconnected with a 100 Mbps Ethernet
network, and running Ubuntu Linux 2.6 and Globus Toolkit 4.0.3.

In all tests, one machine runs the GJMF (or the WS-GRAM client) and
the other three act as WS-GRAM/GT4 resources. For the GJMF tests, the
RSS retrieves WS-MDS information from one of the three resources, which
aggregates information about the other two.

Analysis. Figure 2 illustrates the average time required to submit andexecute
a job for different number of jobs in the test. As seen in the figure, the TGMS
offers a more efficient way to submit multiple tasks than the TMS. This is due
to the fact that the TMS client performs one Web service invocation per task
whereas the TGMS client only makes a single, albeit large, call to the TGMS.
The TGMS client requires between 13 (1 task) and 16.6 seconds(750 tasks)
to delegate credentials, invoke the Web service and get a reply. For the TMS,
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the initial Web service call takes roughly 13 seconds (as it is associated with
dynamic class-loading, initialization and delegation of credentials), additional
calls average between 0.4 and 0.6 seconds. For the GRAM client, the initial
Web service invocation takes roughly 12 seconds. The additional TMS Web
service calls quickly become the dominating factor as the number of jobs are
increased. When using Web service calls between the TGMS andthe TMS
this factor is canceled out. Conversely, when co-located with the TMS and
using local Java calls, the TGMS only suffers a negligible overhead penalty for
using the TMS for task submission. In a test with 750 jobs, theaverage job
time is roughly 0.35 seconds for WS-GRAM, and approximately0.51 and 0.57
seconds for the TGMS and TMS, respectively.

As the WS-GRAM client and the JCS use the same GT4 client libraries, the
difference between the WS-GRAM performance and that of the other services
can be used as a direct measure of the GJMF overhead.

In the test cases considered, the time required to submit a job (or a task) can
be divided into three parts.

1 The initialization time for GT4 Java clients. This includes time for class
loading and run-time environment initialization. This time may vary with
the system setup but is considered to be constant for all three test cases.

2 The time required to delegate credentials. This only applies to the GJMF
tests, not the test of WS-GRAM. Even though delegated credentials are
shared between jobs, the TMS is still slightly slower than the TGMS in
terms of credential delegation. The TMS has to retrieve the delegated
credential for each task, whereas the TGMS only retrieves the delegated
credential once per test.

3 The Web service invocation time. This factor grows with thesize of
the messages exchanged and affects the TGMS, as a description of each
individual task is included in the TGMS input message. The invocation
time is constant for the TMS and WS-GRAM tests, as these services
exchange fixed size messages.

Summary. When co-hosted in the same container, the GJMF services allots
an overhead of roughly 0.2 seconds per task for large task groups (containing
750 tasks or more). The main part of this overhead is associated with Java class
loading, delegation of credentials and initial Web serviceinvocation. These
factors result in larger average overheads for smaller taskgroups. For task
groups containing 5 tasks, the average overhead per task is less than 1 second,
and less than 0.5 seconds for 15 tasks. It should also be notedthat, as jobs are
submitted sequentially but executed in parallel, the submission time (including
the GJMF overhead), is masked by the job execution time. Therefore, when
using real world applications with longer job durations than those in the tests,
the impact of the GJMF overhead is reduced.
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5. Related Work

We have identified a number of contributions that relate to this project in
different ways. For example, the Gridbus [16] middleware includes a lay-
ered architecture for platform-independent Grid job management; the GridWay
Metascheduler [13] offers reliable and autonomous execution of jobs; the Grid-
Lab Grid Application Toolkit [1] provides a set of services to simplify Grid
application development; GridSAM [15] offers a Web service-based job sub-
mission pipeline which provides middleware abstraction and uses JSDL job
descriptions; P-GRADE [14] provides reliable, fault-tolerant parallel program
execution on the grid; and GEMLCA [4] offers a layered architecture for run-
ning legacy applications through grid services. These contributions all include
features which partially overlap the functionality available in the GJMF. How-
ever, our work distinguishes itself from these contributions by, in the same
software, providing i) a composable service-based solution, ii) multiple lev-
els of abstraction, iii) middleware-interoperability while building on emerging
Grid service standards.

6. Concluding Remarks

We propose a multi-tiered architecture for building general Grid infrastruc-
ture components and demonstrate the feasibility of the concept by implementing
a prototype job management framework. The GJMF provides a standards-
based, fault-tolerant job management environment where users may use parts
of, or the entire framework, depending on their individual requirements. Fur-
thermore, we demonstrate that the overhead incurred by using the framework is
sufficiently small (approaching 0.2 seconds per job for larger groups of jobs) to
motivate the practical use of such an architecture. Initialtests demonstrate that
by proper methods, including reuse of delegated credentials, caching of Grid
information and local Java invocations of co-located services, it is possible to
implement an efficient service-based multi-tier frameworkfor job management.
Considering the extra functionality offered and the small additional overhead
imposed, the GJMF framework is an attractive alternative toa pure WS-GRAM
client for the submission and management of large numbers ofjobs.
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